ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT TYPE DESIGNATIONS

PP1 = 480 VOLT POWER PANEL (TYPICAL NO. PP1-101)
PP2 = 208/120 VOLT POWER PANEL (TYPICAL NO. PP2-101)
LCP = 480Y/277 VOLT LIGHTING PANEL (TYPICAL NO. LCP-1012)
DPP = 208Y/120 VOLT DISTRIBUTION PANEL (TYPICAL NO. DPP-1011)
BSD = BUSDUCT OR BUSWAY (TYPICAL NO. BSD-61)
TD1 = TRANSFORMER (UNDER 500 KVA), (TYPICAL NO. TD1-225K)
TD2 = TRANSFORMER (OVER 500 KVA), (TYPICAL NO. TD2-225K)
MCC = MOTOR CONTROL CENTER (TYPICAL NO. MCC6)
EPP = EMERGENCY LIGHTING PANEL (TYPICAL NO. EPP-1022)
ELP = EMERGENCY LIGHTING PANEL (TYPICAL NO. ELP-1022A)
ER = EMERGENCY RECEPTACLES (TYPICAL NO. ER102-16)
UPC = UNIT POWER CENTER (SUBSTATION, W/TRANSFORMER), (TYPICAL NO. UPC-20)
MS = MOTOR STARTER
MSB = MAIN SWITCH BOARD - NO TRANSFORMER (TYPICAL NO. MSB-10)
HSG = HIGH VOLT SWITCH GEAR (TYPICAL NO. HSG-500)